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Tuesday 26
th

 June 2018, Artcurial and the Urban Art 

department hosted an auction comprised of 76 pieces 

representing some of the greatest names in Urban Art. Arnaud 

Oliveux conducted a resoundingly successful auction, totalling 

€1,543,120 / $1,790,019, well beyond its global estimate, allowing 

the auction house to establish two new world records for pieces 

at auction by Richard Hambleton and DRAN. 

 

Named The Writings on the Wall the auction payed tribute to the 

pioneering American graffiti artists, such as Richard Hambleton. 

As the world burns (lot 16) sold for €474,000 / $549,840, nearly 4 

times its estimate, establishing a new world record for a piece by 

the artist sold at auction. Following his death last October, his 

famous Shadowman, discovered on walls of 15 cities across the 

USA and Canada in the 1980’s are today considered to be the 

very first appearances of street-art. A second world record was 

achieved for a piece by DRAN, Escape, 2008 (lot 59) sold for 

€46,800 /$ 54,788 $ including fees.  

 

 Another pioneer of street art, currently enjoying a major 

retrospective in New York, Rammellzee seduced with his aerosol 

and acrylic on canvas Tughnote Ready for you Gunpoint, 1986 (lot 

7), sold for €65,000 / $75,400 to a collector European. The 

abstract creations of JonOne, the most Parisian of American 

street-artists, were also represented in the image When da truth 

speaks, 2009 (lot 20) sold for €78,000 / $90,480 including fees. 

The Kaws pop culture identity has once again seduced: Untitled 

(MBFM10), 2015 (lot 32) was sold for €111,800 / $129,688, while 

Untitled (2/2) (lot 31) reached €101,400 / $117,624. Finally, the 

famous stencils by Shepard Fairey, aka Obey Giant, were also 

hailed: Panther Power, 2007 (lot 48) was sold € 80,600 / $ 94,302 

including fees and High time for peace stencil reached € 37,700 / 

$ 43,732 to a European collector. 

 

«Richard Hambleton has generated a record 

bid, demonstrating the growing interest of 

collectors for works of the 80s. The market of 

urban art is maturing and crowns major artists, 

like DRAN or Shepard Fairey» 

Arnaud Oliveux, Auctioneer 

Urban Art Department, Artcurial 
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